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SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS
“We put emphasis on development and
operation of resource and energy efficient, high performing
production systems and human-friendly workplaces.”
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Operator of the Future pilot test case
at Volvo group

Operator of the Future
Successful collaboration between people and automation once
paved the way for the first industrial revolution. Today, automation is all around us, in our smart-phones as well as in our cars and
workplaces. In the industrial renaissance we are experiencing, production is performed by smart automation and smart people that
are collaborating closely.

Researchers in Chalmers’ Operator of the Future project have identified
the main work-tasks that future operators will be doing in for example
manufacturing and mining industries. Software tools that support people
in their work have been developed. Finally, we have put these tools in mobile devices so that people can do their jobs anywhere and be close to the
production processes that they are operating. The operators are provided
with extended instruction and training sets as well as visualisations of the
system’s status. This radically enhances the operators’ abilities and situation
awareness. The new toolboxes also provide skilled employees with multimedia communication tools so that they can interact with colleagues as
well as robots and advanced automation equipment.
The potential impact of optimizing the collaboration between people
and automation is very large. In Sweden, the number of industrial operators is estimated to be 150,000. Let us assume that one third of these
would be provided with Operator of the Future support tools. Then, if the
mobile tools eliminate just one hour of work-time every week, time that
may have been wasted looking for information needed for their work task,
then the yearly savings would be 2,300,000 working-hours in Sweden.
This would be a substantial contribution to the national competitiveness,
with potential to increase further through broadened use of modern operator tools. The roller bearing company SKF is one of the core partners of
the Operator of the Future project. SKF is now implementing new operator tools in their Swedish and global factories.

Operator of the Future
Responds to the active field of:
Human and Automation Optimisation
Researchers involved:
Product and Production Development/
Production Systems
Prof. Johan Stahre
Associate Prof. Åsa Fasth
Assistant Prof. Cecilia Berlin
Signals and Systems/Automation
Prof. Bengt Lennartson
Associate Prof. Petter Falkman
Prof. Martin Fabian
Prof. Julien Provost
Companies involved:
SKF, Volvo Trucks, GKN, Volvo Car
Corporation, GM, Stoneridge
Electronics, Electrolux, Swerea IVF,
VTT/Finland, LKAB, Sandvik, ATS,
Volvo Cars, Boliden, Beijer Electronics,
Wellspect, GTC

Johan Stahre
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Socially sustainable production
Ill: Elisabetta De Berti

The idea of the socially sustainable
ecoystem is centered around the individual, pictured here in the middle of a balance between political and commercial
interests.
The individual’s desires regarding
lifestyle, personal development, personal economy, and happiness, comfort and
health may determine whether or not
they choose a future in the manufacturing
sector, but their choice can be influenced
by society and industry responding to the
individual’s priorities and needs.
The future staffing of production
industry depends on whether the industry and society respond together with the
right kinds of incentives, infrastructure,
and education.

We will still need products like food, vehicles and computers in the
future - but who will want to work in the factory? In Europe, the
work force is getting older and young people prefer other occupations. The social perspective is getting increasingly important for
sustainable manufacturing industries.

In the near future, European factories will face a number of social sustainability challenges. Some of these challenges are demographics-driven, such
as an aging population and a decreasing pool of potential new young employees making it difficult for future factories to staff production systems.
This in turn is made worse by the old reputation of manufacturing industry as a dirty, unmodern, low-paid industry for low-skilled workers, when
in fact the opposite is becoming more and more true.
Despite this, young people are not likely to see manufacturing as a future career option if that image is not corrected. Factories of the future
are believed to need more skilled workers to meet the future, while at the
same time a huge loss of corporate knowledge can occur if too many experienced workers retire simultaneously. Finally, the imperative to carry
out economically profitable business remains a priority, but it will become
more and more dependent on increasing the skill of the production workforce. Therefore, companies must attract the right talent, successfully recruit them, and then keep their skilled workforce for longer to achieve
long-term business success. This last step means keeping them healthy,
motivated and highly competent through training.
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Knowledge base for flourishing factories
The EU project SO SMART – Socially Sustainable Manufacturing for the
Factories of the Future – is establishing a knowledge base for a new vision
where factories flourish together with their social environment. The project covers the perspectives of value creation, stimulating work environments, life-work balance, the business perspective, key indicators for success, and factories’ integration in society. The outputs include a lecture and
report package that provide a solid basis for introducing social sustainability to academia and industry. At the same time, the imperative for businesses to prosper has not been left out of the equation.
The project’s empirical studies and statistical analyses have identified
four main dimensions of socially sustainable corporate culture that are
strongly related to economic success. Other results include: a survey study
of current corporate social sustainability practices; a roadmap of needed
research and education policies; an inventory of good examples of corporate social sustainability interventions that had good impacts; and a model
for describing economic impacts of social sustainability. SO SMART has
involved the participation of several science domain experts and a wider community of academic and industry beneficiaries who participated in
panels, workshops, conference events and an online forum created specifically for the project. Outputs from the project provide an encouraging basis for quickly assessing the social sustainability “baseline” and development potential of European manufacturing companies.
How to balance a socially sustainable ecosystem?
The central idea and framework of the SO SMART project is the idea
of achieving a balanced “Social Sustainability Ecosystem”. Its purpose is
to reflect the interactive complexity of the stakeholder network that surrounds future factories. Social sustainability can be studied and supported at the levels of the individual’s work-life-balance choices; the industry’s
business case decisions; and society’s business case for societal stability and
provision of appropriate infrastructures and policies. It is understood that
the concerns of these domains partly overlap, requiring a cross-disciplinary
perspective.
Network needed to succeed
Within the SO SMART’s task of developing a research and education
roadmap, a number of community-building activities have been carried
out. This has resulted in an international interest and dissemination network for manufacturing-related social sustainability issues. The previously mentioned online forum has been complemented with real-life events
across Europe. For instance, a series of workshops were carried out in order to involve experts and stakeholders in the process of establishing different future scenarios for the manufacturing industry and identifying which
enabling factors and pathways are needed to reach them. The project’s
workshop series hosted three international workshops with academic and
industrial participants, in Italy, Sweden and Finland.
Cecilia Berlin and Johan Stahre

The project’s workshop series hosted three international workshops with academic and industrial participants, in Italy, Sweden and Finland

Socially sustainable production
Responds to the active field of:
Human and automation optimisation
Researchers involved:
Product and Production Development/
Production Systems
Prof. Johan Stahre
Assistant Prof. Cecilia Berlin
Companies involved:
DEEP White Gmbh (Germany)
FESTO (Germany)
Partner Universities:
Patras University (Greece)
Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
Tampere University of Technology
(Finland)
Coordinator: Chalmers University of
Technology (Sweden)
http://www.sosmarteu.eu/
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Sustainable production indicators at 		

How can sustainability issues
at a global level be interpreted
at a factory level? A new view on
indicators provides small and
medium sized companies with
guidance towards a sustainable
production.

The Bruntland commission launched in 1987 the most widely used definition of sustainability; “to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. The concept of Sustainable Production emerged at the UN conference in 1992,
as a subset of sustainable development. Even if sustainability awareness
within the industrial sector has increased since then, there is still a lack of
alignment between the three global dimensions economic, environmental
and social sustainability and sustainability at factory floor level. Therefore
the definitions of sustainable production have to be broken down and interpreted at different company levels to be relevant.
On a factory level, sustainable production in terms of economic sustainability has a crucial impact. The factory needs to be profitable to survive.
In order to reach environmental sustainability at factory level, the company has to strive towards minimizing energy consumption, using renewable
energy sources and minimizing material consumption, while not causing
any health hazards. Further, from a factory perspective there is a need to
fight for survival in the corporate context, thus securing jobs for the employees. Occupational health and safety need to be at an acceptable level as
well as salary and other benefits for employees in order to make the factory
socially sustainable.

Sustainability down to factory level
There already exist frameworks for measuring Sustainable Production. The
most comprehensive are The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the
34
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factory level

Socially sustainable

Economically sustainable

framework developed by Lowell Center for
Sustainable Production. But looking at e.g.
the GRI framework, there is an unbalance between indicators within the three categories:
11 % are economic, 37 % are environmental
and 52 % are social indicators. The Lowell framework and others are foremost focused on environmental issues.
So how can sustainability issues, on a global level, be interpreted
at factory floor level? We have developed a list of sustainable production indicators (SPIs) based on the existing frameworks with addition of
a selection of foremost economic performance indicators. The additional
indicators are typically already used by industry, but not explicitly as sustainability measures. To make sure the results would be useful to industry,
a questionnaire about the relevance of our selected indicators was sent to
650 medium sized Swedish manufacturing companies.
Our efforts have resulted in an increased attention on Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) promoting sustainability. Since the company growth and
prosperity is a direct result of its economic performance, any KPI promoting both sustainability and economic growth would be of great importance.

An energy and CO2 calculation
As an example, let’s use energy consumption in the Swedish manufacturing industry that amounts to a total of 12 TWh per year. The production
equipment represents about 50 % of the total consumption or 6 TWh.
The average Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) for bottleneck machines is 63 % meaning that for 38 % of the planned production time
is the equipment either in an idle state or off. If the equipment is in idle
state half of the total downtime, the total annual electricity consumption
for idling equipment amounts to 1.36 TWh. Previous research has shown
that radical improvement of OEE is possible in some cases to levels above
90 %. With an OEE of 90 % the energy for idling equipment would be
reduced to 0.32 TWh per year. That is a saving of over 1 TWh!
It is also a potential saving in money. If electricity cost is 1 SEK/kWh
then it equals to a saving of 1 BSEK. The increase of OEE from 63 % to
90  % for bottleneck machines has of course an even greater impact on
economic growth; it’s approximately equal to a 50 % increase of productivity without investments for the Swedish manufacturing industry. If that
potential can be used for strengthening the industry’s competitiveness it
will have a remarkable social impact in Sweden where jobs can be kept in
our “high-cost country”.
The OEE measure is a well-established KPI in industry, the novelty of
our research is to investigate and demonstrate how this KPI and others
can be both SPIs and means for reaching a more sustainable production.

Environmentally sustainable

Sustainable production
indicators at factory level
Responds to the active field of:
Production system performance
Researchers involved:
Materials and Manufacturing
Technology
Associate Prof. Peter Almström
Technology Management and
Economics
Prof. Mats Winroth
Manufacturing economics
modeling, Lund University
Associate Prof. Carin Andersson
Companies involved:
Haldex, Alfdex, Alfa Laval,
Volvo CE, Seco Tools,
AB Karl Hedin, MVV International,
PPA Sweden, Condustria,
Husqvarna, AB Bruzaholms Bruk,
Stålöv, Trelleborg Forsheda

Peter Almström, Carin Andersson and Mats Winroth
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Making production visual in 3D

By scanning millions of points in a factory
building, you can build a realistic 3D environment on your computer. When using
this point cloud technology, you can compare the "reality" with drawings or visit the
factories on the other side of the world
without leaving the office. Jonatan Berglund
illustrates an example.

In all decision-making it is important to trust the information and
understand consequences of different choices. A virtual model of
the production system now acts as decision support throughout
the entire production development process. Points play the leading
part.

In many contexts, measurement is incredibly important. A measurement
provides a basis on which to make decisions. Therefore, the measurement
result needs to be accurate and correspond to reality. A factory and its production system were previously quite static and developed slowly. The base
was mass-production in which the same products were to be manufactured
again and again.

Three dimensions for better understanding
Today the situation is different. Products are replaced at an increasing rate,
and shall also become more responsive to individual customer requirements. In a factory this fact puts a lot of demands on a flexible production
system. This is one example where a 3D laser scanned point cloud model is a valuable tool for common understanding of consequences. A point
cloud is a collection of measuring points which have been collected with
the aid of a 3D laser scanner. The result looks like a picture with one big
difference. Each and every pixel in the image has a measured spatial location. It actually is a 3D computer model of reality which can be combined
36
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with other data. When used to capture the current layout of a factory the
scanning has accuracy down to a few mm and unlimited total area size.
Using this model, the future production system can be visualized at different phases through the whole development process. The goal is to facilitate
rapid and effective communication and decisions throughout the process
by gathering the right experts around the model and ensure that the same
information is presented. The ability to analyse the proposed equipment in
three dimensions (3D) and in an imitation of the real production system,
makes decision taking more accurate and efficient.

Layers of information
We have developed a work methodology based on this technology where
different information can be overlaid on the base model to visualize and
simulate future production flow, performance indicators and information
from other tools to create a common understanding of the future situation
(augmented reality) and also enable for the experts to make quick decisions in the team.
This technology gives a more socially sustainable solution where actors
with different prerequisites can meet, discuss and evaluate future solutions
in a realistic environment. The technology does also provide benefits on
economic and environmental terms since decisions will be based on more
accurate facts which are provided faster.
Next step?
Right now we are bringing the technology to our industrial partners Volvo
Cars, GKN Aerospace and Volvo Trucks. We are working on integrating
the models in the day to day work at the companies. Furthermore, we are
investigating other means of measuring in 3D, to make collection of data
more accessible. This includes hand held 3D scanner equipment, making
it possible to collect data in a small area if changes are made.

Making production visual
in 3D
Responds to the active field of:
Virtual Production Systems
Researchers involved:
Product and Production Development/
Production Systems
Associate Prof. Björn Johansson
Rolf Berlin
Product and Production Development/
Product Development
Prof. Rikard Söderberg
Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre/
Geometry and Motion Planning
Dr. Johan S Carlson
Dr. Robert Bohlin
Dr. Evan Shellshear
Companies involved:
Volvo Cars, AB Volvo, GKN,
UniCarriers, SKF, Hagal,
Max Hamburgerrestauranger AB

Björn Johansson

3D scanned environment with
a layer of CAD drawing on top, while the
part to the right is a pure
3D scanned environment.
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Energy-aware decisions
for industries

Bilderna för små, verkar bara ligga
i wordfil?

Waiting is a passive activity.
Hence, in industry waiting time
means wasting a great deal of
both energy and money.
A virtual tool for more energy
aware production planning is
the future. Potential savings
are enormous.

Energy consumption is ever increasing in our society. Industries account
for an extensive amount, about 30 % of the world’s energy consumption
on a yearly basis. In Sweden alone the industry uses over 50TWh electricity per year.
We are developing a methodology and software tool for industry which
can identify and calculate energy consumption of products during a complete product lifecycle. One benefit of this approach is that gives hot spots,
areas with a lot of energy use. Furthermore it can analyze “what-if ” scenarios where factory planning principles such as LEAN manufacturing, make
to order or make to stock can be analyzed and compared to each other in
terms of cost and energy consumption simultaneously. Also, different energy sources, such as different electricity mix for different countries, wind
power, water power or other green energy sources can be altered and evaluated for comparison. Materials and different production processes can be
tested and evaluated against each other.

Any product at any place
One example involves manufacturing of engines. By using our methodology, the plan for production was changed to reduce the waiting times in the
38
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factory. In this case the reduction of energy consumption became as much
as 35 %. However, the methodology is flexible. It shows good potential on
identifying and pinpointing highlights with improvement potential for energy savings for any product at any place. A wide range of products like
sausages, juice, yoghurt, brake discs and steel cans have been tested. Also,
the extensive value chain during a forklifts complete life has been analyzed.
From extracting ore from the mine, through part manufacturing, forklift
manufacturing, use and finally recycling of the forklift. The type of product has no bearing on the possibility of using our energy-saving methods.
Any product and supply chain process is feasible.

Energy saving in numbers
We have seen that our new methodology has the potential of saving
roughly 30 % of the energy consumption in the industries we have evaluated. For Sweden in general this means a potential improvement of
15TWh. Converted into money and CO2, this means a saving of approximately 2 Billion USD or 1,500,000,000 kg CO2 every year (calculations
based on Nordic electricity mix and cost). The numbers are huge but within reach.
Motivated partners
Our collaborating partners Volvo Cars, SCANIA, Volvo AB, Swerea (SIK),
Visual Components, Stena Metall and National Institute of Standards and
Technology are keen to mutually succeed in this area. Currently we use the
developed software tool mainly together with students. The software needs
further development in order to reach commercial use. However, we believe to be on the right track. Seven case studies together with eight different industries have been successful. Also, the industrial support is strong.
Because of the great energy saving potential these techniques have, our initial results are much welcomed by industry.

Energy-aware decisions for
industries
Responds to the active field of:
Virtual Production Systems
Researchers involved:
Product and Production
Development/Production Systems
Associate Prof. Björn Johansson
Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre/
Geometry and Motion Planning
Dr. Johan S Carlson
Dr. Robert Bohlin
Dr. Evan Shellshear
Technology Management and
Economics/Logistics
Prof. Mats Johansson
Dr. Lars Medbo
Dr. Carl Wänström
Companies involved:
Volvo Cars, Scania CV, Volvo AB,
Swerea (SIK), Visual Components,
Stena Metall, National Institute of
Standards and Technology

Björn Johansson
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Recreating the ice age
Fresh water is the source of life on earth. Sand is a natural filter to
clean rain and other surface water. This filter is about to disappear
because of the large usage of natural gravel or sand when building
roads or houses. Imagine the consequences!
By crushing rocks we are recreating the ice age. Natural gravel
will be left in peace in the future.

Natural gravel is one of the most commonly used raw materials for construction of infrastructure and buildings in our society. The material has
an ideal particle shape for many applications and can often be extracted
at a low cost. It is used as aggregates in concrete, to filter gravel in water
treatment plants or as sand under playground swings.

Sand is close to extinction
The resources of natural gravel are large in the Nordic countries since these
areas were covered by ice during the ice age. The formations of gravel that
the ice created are unique and considered to have both a historical and an
esthetical value. In the climate of today natural gravel is a non-renewable
resource and should only be used when no other substitutes can be found.
Globally the resources of natural gravel are scarcer in comparison to the
Nordic countries. The most common source of sand products is the mining of riverbanks. All around the world the effects of this industry can be
seen in form of reduced biodiversity, erosion and lowered groundwater levels. Therefore there is a global need of manufactured sand made from bedrock.

Extraction of marine sand and gravel from the seabed is today allowed
in Denmark and many European
countries but not in Swedish national waters.
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In addition, the extraction of natural gravel is often in conflict with protecting future drinking water resources. The location of gravel assets is often the same as the location of important groundwater reservoirs. Gravel
ridges can also be used to filter surface water. Therefore, the exploitation of
gravel assets very often jeopardizes drinking water resources for future generations. Today the material of natural gravel is a non-renewable resource.
It would take a new ice age to produce more. Or perhaps not?

Low grade waste rock from a gold
mining operation is used for this aggregate crushing plant in Suriname.

Manufactured sand a solution?
Crushed rock is a possible substitute material for natural gravel. Historically, the particle shape of aggregates from crushed rock has been considered insufficient for many of the applications where natural gravel is used,
for example in concrete. However, with a new crushing process the particle shape of the products can be significantly improved. The main parts of
the process are a Vertical Shaft Impact (VSI) crusher and an air classifier.
We have built a test plant which is on a tour right now, visiting 20 quarries in Sweden. All different applications for natural gravel will be studied
and requirements for a substitute will be formulated. The test plant will
create manufactured sand based on the requirements.
The use of natural gravel in Sweden was 13.3 million tonnes in 2011.
In average that corresponds to 1.4 tonnes/person. The rest of Europe (740
million inhabitants) and North America (346 million inhabitants) have
similar life styles as in Sweden and are assumed to have similar demands.
This would correspond to 1.5 billion tonnes of sand related products from
natural gravel and sand mining per year in those continents. The need of
sand products is smaller in the rest of the world, but the demand is growing together with population and economic wealth. If we can prove that
manufactured sand can be used in a majority of applications as natural
gravel, these resources can be replaced. Bedrock is the only raw material
that exists in such an amount that it can be considered a sustainable alternative. This would save groundwater resources for future generations and
reduce the negative environmental impacts incurred from sand mining. It
is also possible that the aggregates comprise better properties than natural
gravel, thus creating even better products.
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If the process demonstrated with the test plant is proven to be efficient,
the project might change the appearance of a standard process in Swedish quarries. An air classifier is included in the process. This makes it possible to divide the aggregates into finer fractions which in turn will make
it possible to sell the product to a wider range of applications. In quarries
that already have air classifiers this has proven to be a way to reduce waste
products.

From left: Erik Hulthén, Magnus
Evertsson and Rebecka Stomvall,
researchers at Chalmers department Product and Production
Development.

Collaborating with the whole chain
In this challenge we collaborate with 22 partners, together representing the
whole product chain; from the owner of the quarries to the users of the
final products. If our crushing technique is proven to produce manufactured sand which satisfies the requirements, the quarry owners can choose
to invest in full scale processes. The producers who use natural gravel as a
raw material will learn about how manufactured sand can be used in their
products.
The largest customers of the final products, especially infrastructure
built with concrete, are state owned enterprises and municipalities. They
are only partially partners in the project, but will have a large interest in
the result. A clause in the Swedish environmental goals states that ‘the
use of natural gravel should be reduced’. If it is proven that by using this
method, natural gravel can be replaced in more applications it will be easier for governmental institutions to apply pressure on the companies.

Recreating the Ice Age

A turning trend
There is already a slow downward trend in the use of natural gravel in Sweden. We expect this trend to accelerate and hopefully the results will be
seen within a few years. The partners of the project will be able to apply
the results immediately.
Partners in the projects have representatives on a European level that
will be able to influence changes in European standards. Also, the research
group of Rock Processing Systems at Chalmers collaborates with universities all over the world. The future is hopeful.

Responds to the active field of:
Rock processing systems
Researchers involved:
Product and Production Development/
Rock processing systems
Prof. Magnus Evertsson
Assistant Prof. Erik Hulthén
Companies involved:
Betongindustri, Cementa and
Jehander (all three from Heidelberg
Cement Group), Färdig Betong, LKAB,
Zink-gruvan Mining, Swerock, Skanska,
NCC Roads, SMA Mineral, Nordkalk,
Omya, Weber Saint-Gobain, Hasselfors
Garden, Metso Minerals, Roctim,
SLU (Sveriges Lantbruksuniversitet),
CBI Betonginstitutet, SGU (Sveriges
Geologiska Undersökning), Trafikverket, SBMI (Sveriges Bergmaterialindustri), MinBaS (Forskningsprogrammet
Mineral Ballast Sten) and MinFo (Föreningen Mineralteknisk Forskning)

Magnus Evertsson
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Virtual rock processing

To the left: the breakage process
inside a cone crusher is simulated.
To the right: a simulation of an
industrial process.

Crushing rocks could be a solution to the challenge of preserving
fresh water. However, the crushing process is very energy consuming. A newly developed virtual platform for crushing techniques
makes the process more efficient.

The reasons to crush rock material are either to get the ores out or to try to
create sand. In Sweden around 2–5 % of our energy consumption is related to these processes. In countries with large mining industries, like Australia and South Africa, about 10–20 % of the total electrical energy consumption is related to rock and ore crushing processes. The high energy
levels are a result of very energy intensive stone crushing processes with efficiencies as low as 1 %. The most common machines and processes utilize
very old principles of tumbling for breaking the rock material. New ways
of breaking and handling rock and ore material are definitely needed.
The grade of metal distributed in the ore is continuously decreasing as
most of the mining sweet spots in the world have already been exploited.
Consequently, more material needs to be processed in order to produce
the same amount of metal. Also, the ore is generally getting harder and
tougher to break. In total this leads to a major challenge when also having
the aspiration of reducing the energy consumption!

Going from physical to virtual
Earlier when developing equipment for the rock processing and mining
industry, such as crushers and other pulverizing devices, many physical
prototypes were used. These are very expensive and many design decisions
are made based on more or less valid assumptions. One of the reasons behind this is that the machines handle streams of rock particles whose behaviour and characteristics are very difficult to calculate analytically.
In the early 1990’s the simulation technique Discrete Element Method (DEM) began to reach a level where actual equipment could be mod44
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elled and simulated. Since then the computational power has increased
dramatically enabling simulation of particle systems with up to 200,000–
1,000,000 particles.
We are developing a new simulation platform based on this technology.
The platform is based on a virtual rock material model, machine geometry model and a dynamics model handling the movements and forces on
components. Most type machines handling rock material can in theory be
modelled and simulated using the platform. Two examples can be seen in
the picture (previous page).
In the second picture below the development process for using the simulation platform can be seen. In each step several different knowledge areas need to be utilized in order to reach high performance. As seen in the
figure, experiments and calibration are two vital steps for assuring that the
virtual model is valid in relation to reality. Hence laboratory and industrial
experiments are an important part of the simulation platform.

Virtual platform enables innovative ideas
Our new virtual tools have made it possible for us to develop the use of
compressive crushing at high pressure level. This reduces energy consumption compared to tumbling mills by at least 40 %.
With the new platform engineers can build virtual prototypes reducing
cost and improving principal understanding. Also, innovative ideas that
are too expensive and risky to test in real life would be possible to evaluate.
This could potentially lead to a step change in how machines are developed. For this to happen, leading machine manufacturers needs to adopt
the virtual modelling and platform mind-set. In this we are working closely together with a wide set of producers and manufacturers including e.g.
Heidelberg Cement, Anglo American, Metso Minerals, Thyssenkrupp AG,
LKAB and many more.

Virtual rock processing
Responds to the active field of:
Rock Processing Systems
Researchers involved:
Product and Production Development/
Rock processing systems
Prof. Magnus Evertsson
Assistant Prof. Erik Hulthén
Companies involved:
DEM Solutions, Jehander (Heidelberg
Cement Group), Newcrest Mining, First
Quantum Mineral, Anglo Gold Ashanti,
ThyssenKrupp, LKAB and Boliden

Schematic illustration of the iterative
DEM development process coupled to the
technology/knowledge platform. For each
process stage the symbols indicate what
knowledge areas are of main importance.

Magnus Evertsson and Johannes Quist
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Waiting is waste in construction
production

Construction projects are planned
and organized with the focus on
assembling components in a
specific sequence. However, in reality extremely little time is spent
on assembling. Most of the time
is spent on moving components
from one place to another. Not a
very sustainable way to build a
house.

Investments in construction activities are approximately 8 % of GDP and
employ 300,000 individuals in Sweden. These activities, and the use of its
products, are estimated to cause 16 % of the total Swedish emissions of
carbon dioxide. A significant share of those emissions is related to material
flows, transporting material to construction sites as well as handling material on site. One such example illustrates that construction workers and
plumbers only spend 10–20 % of their time to assemble, while they spend
as much as 20–30 % to handle material and another 20–40 % waiting.
Another example is related to material flows, indicating that material often
are moved several times on site before it is assembled. In our research we
consider new ways of handling material on construction sites, which have
shown to be successful in significantly reducing resource consumption.

The story of the truck driver
This story started when the truck driver Urban Wallin began to reflect on
why he always had to wait at the site entrance for someone who could unload the construction material he had on his truck. Firstly, he lost time
trying to find the person supposed to unload the material. Secondly, he
46
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lost time waiting for the personnel on site to find equipment to unload the
material with. The trucks, cranes and other equipment were often occupied by other activities. Thirdly, he noticed that the site personnel seldom
had decided where to put the material. Finally, he noticed that they unloaded and placed the material unstructured, not considering which order
the components were supposed to be assembled.
Wallin quitted as a truck driver and started a business with the idea of
serving construction projects with a focus on unloading material after regular work time, i.e. when the construction sites were empty of workers and
managers. Then he could use the equipment without disturbing any ongoing activities, and on transporting the material directly to the place for assembling. Direct benefits included more efficient material flow, less disturbances on ongoing activities on site, less storage time, less risk for material
damages by unnecessary handling and less exposure of weather conditions
such as rain and wind. Other benefits were increased worker health by improved ergonomics and workers spending more time on assembling, i.e.
activities they are trained for.

Part-time working students a win-win concept
A milestone for the firm was when a group of Chalmers students interviewed Wallin as part of a thesis work on logistics in construction. After
the interview, Wallin hired the students to be part of the teams who unloaded and transported on sites. This solution fitted well as an extra work
for the students since it was about a few hours a couple of times a week
and after lecturing time.
They also got a better insight in construction work. The students introduced their class-mates, which lead to a network of some 50 students
who regular do work for the company. The business, which has expanded
to other major Swedish cities, has built up similar networks of students in
Lund and Stockholm.
The students doing the thesis work were later employed on a full-time
basis being part of an expansion to other services, such as analysis and
planning of material flows already during design phase and, in major projects, taking full responsibility for organizing and managing material flows
during on-going projects. As part of their intensions to further develop
material flows they develop tools to coordinate transports to the sites and
collaborate with clients, contractors and material suppliers to further develop an efficient material flow.
Urban Wallin experienced a major problem in construction; coordinating material flows for reduced resource consumption. The problem is on
both supplier and contractor side. Site managers complaining about not
receiving material in time, while material suppliers explaining that contractors order late. A typical quote from suppliers is “One day we had
eight transports to the same site, instead of one!”. As support for developing sustainable material flows Wallin and his team use examples from
studies of resource consumption made at Chalmers.


The former truck driver Urban Wallin, who realized
how much waste of time there is, when he delivered
material to construction sites.

Productivity development in Swedish construction
compared to manufacturing, service and national
development
(Data from National Institute of Economic Research)

What construction workers and plumbers do,
data based on continuous observations of
five-days-periods.
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Resources (man-hours)
consumed by clients, designers and contractors
in construction of an office building, from idea
(autumn 2007) to delivery
(May 2011) and the time
after delivery.

Spin-off effects
Our most important result is reduced resource consumption, leading to
improved productivity and reduced emissions of carbon dioxide. Another
significant result is improved work conditions for construction workers,
leading to reduced early retirements. The examples of resource consumptions, derived from studies at Chalmers, have showed the potentials and
by that stimulated firms to develop new innovative solutions.

Waiting is waste in
construction production
Responds to the active field of:
Construction production
systems
Researchers involved:
Civil and Environmental
Engineering/
Construction Management
Prof. Per-Erik Josephson
Prof. Christian Koch
Prof. Christine Räisänen
Prof. Christina Claeson-Jonsson
Dr. Mattias Roupé
Companies involved:
AF-Bygg, Bengt Dahlgren,
Chalmers-fastigheter, FO Peterson,
JM, NCC, Peab, Skanska, Svensk
Bygglogistik,Tuve Bygg, VBK, White
arkitekter, Wäst-Bygg, Swedish
Constr. Federation

A lot of potential
If fully implemented there are potential cost savings of 30 %, equally distributed among four areas: (1) reduced costs for transportation and material handling, (2) reduced health and safety costs, including reduced early
retirements, (3) reduced costs for defects and material waste, and (4) cost
savings related to shorter construction periods. Considering the total investments in construction activities in Sweden of SEK 300 billion, the potential annual savings is in the size of of SEK 80–100 billion.
To achieve this, the clients – especially the public clients, who do about
50 % of all investments in construction – have to take a long-term perspective and (a) develop similar demands for their product, e.g. energy efficiency, (b) develop more standardized way of organizing projects and
procuring suppliers and (c) strive for procuring suppliers for a group of
projects instead of project-wise. The contractors on the other hand have to
take a holistic view on logistics and not only develop sustainable systems
for managing material flows but also a culture among their employees
where time, as well as material, is considered valuable resources. In single
projects, the project manager have to involve logistic specialists during the
design phase making sure that the material flow is considered in decisions
of the design as well as material choice.
Network to be widened
So far, most connections are to contractors and logistic companies, while
clients should be more involved in the future. Here, the Centre for Management of the Built Environment at Chalmers provides a broad industrial
network.
Per-Erik Josephson
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PhD student Patrik Bergagård and
Professor Martin Fabian, Automation
research group at Signals and Systems.

New tools to support operators
One tool helps the operator to quickly and
securely restart the production system after
unforeseen errors. The other supports the operator when there is a need to run the production system manually.
A big responsibility lies on the operators of robot systems, especially in situations of unforeseen errors, or
production stoppages. Every non-productive minute
causes economic loss.

Successful restart of automated
manufacturing systems
Restarting an automated manufacturing system is a
complex task, especially when the shutdown is caused by
an unforeseen error. Often, the manufacturing resources have been interrupted in the middle of a task, and the
control system status does not match the physical status
of the machines – sometimes due to the manual operations performed to correct the problem. Before restarting, the control system and the physical system need to
be re-synchronized.
Patrik Bergagård at the department of Signals and
Systems has developed a tool for operator support that
will guide the operator to a quick and correct restart.
Based on the manufacturing system’s operations and se-

quences stored in the control system, the tool uses a formal approach to calculate valid restart states that guarantee that the system fulfils all requirements during and
after restart. When restarting the system, the operator is
given a set of restart states to choose from. To complete
the process, the operator then follows a number of steps
presented by an operator interface. Each step is automatically verified as the validation takes place. Together with
a number of confirmation questions for the operator to
answer, safe restart of the manufacturing system can be
ensured.
Today’s industrial manufacturing systems are trimmed
to tight production, and every minute of downtime
causes extensive economic loss. In addition, an incorrect
restart can have enormous consequences. The developed
restart support offers relief to some of the pressure that is
placed on the operator.
“If an error is detected with an alarm raised by the
control system, the operator needs to diagnose and fix
the problem – usually under considerable time pressure.
This tool aids the operator and can both speed up and
ensure correct restart”, says Patrik Bergagård.
The operator support developed by PhD Patrick Bergagård, has, in a recent master thesis project, been validated through implementation in a real manufacturing

system at the Department of Signals and Systems.
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Robust manual control of an
automated manufacturing system
Manual intervention in automated systems,
such as flexible manufacturing systems, is
inevitable. Fault recovery is a typical case.
However, manual operation of the system
entails a risk of breaking safety requirements
or running the system into blocking situations or even collisions. Researchers at Signals and Systems have developed an operator
support that aids the operator to manually
operate the system correctly.
The control of an automated manufacturing system is commonly implemented in
terms of operations, and sequences thereof,
and these operations can typically be manually ordered to execute. However, arbitrary
execution of these operations may break
safety requirements or lead to collisions or
blocking situations, that is, situations where
two or more manufacturing resources, such
as robots, wait for each other indefinitely.
From such situations it may be difficult or
even impossible to recover and to resume
automatic execution.
Based on a model of the manufacturing
system and rigorous mathematical calculations, it is possible to pre-calculate which
operations that can be allowed to execute in
each and every situation. This can then support the operator not to manually drive the
system into a state that breaches the system
requirements. The operator manoeuvres the
system manually, but is only able to execute
operations that are in each situation guaranteed not to break any system requirements.
“In this way blocking and collisions are
avoided, and the operator support guarantees that automatic mode can always be resumed”, says Martin Fabian, Professor in
Automation.
Martin Fabian, Patrik Bergagård
Text Malin Ulfvarson

The tweeting
factory
New technology to automatically monitor and
control a factory is currently being installed at
the Volvo Cars body-in-white plant. The system is
based on communication technology that resembles Twitter, where small simple text messages are
sent from transmitters all over the plant – and handled by software that converts and refines the information.

Smart factories of the future allow machines and products to communicate with each other to control manufacturing processes and optimize production. Collecting
information from both machines and production is done
today, but not without challenges. The large variety of
systems makes standardization of the interface complicated and costly.
Chalmers has participated in the research project
LISA – Line information systems architecture – an alternative system of information gathering and management.
“With LISA we introduce an open architecture where
elementary messages are used for transferring arbitrary
information. The basis is that all equipment, systems,
operators and products that are able to communicate,
send simple “tweets” when they change their state”, says
Kristofer Bengtsson from Chalmers.

The more tweets, the better
For example, when a product moves, an RFID-reader
sends a tweet with the new position, or if a machine suddenly breaks down, it sends a tweet that the machine
does not work. These events are the basis for all knowledge of not only the production history but also the future behavior.
All tweets are sent to a message bus where anyone
can intercept the event stream. But to convert all events
into relevant knowledge, the information needs to be
processed. This is done by LISA, which transforms and
refines the information. This may involve adding extra
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The LISA architecture makes it possible to completely decouple the control
systems used on the factory floor from business systems and its services.
Kristofer Bengtsson, Chalmers, and Håkan Pettersson, Volvo Car Group

information about what product is in which machine,
what type of product a specific RFID number represent,
or by gathering all events concerning a specific product.
“The more tweets the plant produces, the better”, says
Kristofer Bengtsson.
The technology development within ICT, that has
greatly improved the ability to handle larger amounts of
data, enables us to interpret information from the production systems in entirely new ways.
“LISA gives us more freedom to «twist and turn» the
data. The simplification of message management provides opportunities to exploit existing technologies and
information management tools, as visualization and reporting”, says Andreas Rosengren from Scania.

Now being tested at Volvo
Volvo Cars new body components plant in Torslanda
now utilizes the LISA architecture to allow for measurement and calculation of various production-related indicators.
“One major advantage of the LISA architecture is that
it makes it possible to completely decouple the control

systems used on the factory floor from business systems
and its services. Thus, changes over time, such as the use
of different control systems, do not affect the systems
that handle business logic. It provides flexibility in terms
of overall changes in the factory and leads to considerable savings in case of rebuilding and other changes”, says
Håkan Pettersson Volvo Car Group.
These results are made possible through collaboration
with KTH, Chalmers, LTH, Volvo Car Group, Scania
and Fordonskomponentgruppen.
Text Malin Ulfvarson
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Accepted conventions challenged
by new research
Research results by Christian Finnsgård, Department of Technology Management and Economics, have inspired Volvo Powertrain to redesign
their final assembly plant for heavy diesel engines
in Skövde more than once. Christian’s research results has also shown how return packaging is not
always the best choice – neither from an environmental nor a cost perspective. The accepted axiom
in materials supply that it is better to use larger
packaging for components is shown incorrect from
a number of perspectives.

Christian has studied how assembly workstations in
plants are supplied with components for assembly, and
how the materials flows are constituted from suppliers
until the components are assembled by the assembly operator. All involved studied companies have been fast in
transforming their operations according to the results
from the research.
– It has been very rewarding being included in such
great transformations of assembly plants during the research process. From rebuilding an assembly workstation myself, with a simple wrench, to follow how Volvo designs new assembly lines based on my results, says
Christian.
– After the first study, after firstly being skeptical, they
acted very fast, almost as a snowball. And ever since they
have continued learning and rebuilding their factory, all
providing motivation for further research.

The focus of Christian’s research is the materials exposure as the interface between materials supply and assembly, and how the materials exposure influences the performance in materials supply and assembly system. Two
models were developed – one to map and visualize material flows, and one to compare the choice of packaging
used for materials supply to assembly.
– I’m especially pleased with combining environmental aspects and cost aspects in the packaging model. The
model can be used by companies considering changes
that they would otherwise not consider. That is a result
that can have an impact states Christian.
Parts of the research results challenges accepted conventions. A commonly preconceived modus operandi is
that it is better to use returnable packaging, as opposed
to packaging only used once and then being discarded.
Christian’s research shows how this is incorrect, both regarding environmental and cost aspects.
– I challenge these conventions, and a few more.
Another example is supplying components in larger
packaging for cost reasons, when considering the costs
for internal materials supply and assembly, the cost for
the entire flow of materials has to be taken into account.
A smaller packaging can be more suitable for assembly
whereas the larger packaging can be more suitable for
transportation, and therefore either cannot be selected
by default. My research has provided the results needed
to mitigate these factors, summarizes Christian.
Text Annica Eijlinder
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Robot systems on the
sustainable track
Chalmers is part of a new European research project called AREUS – Automation and Robotics for
EUropean Sustainable manufacturing.

Factories of the future will have to be smart and green.
Smart; as in highly performable, reconfigurable, adaptive and evolving factories based on robotic technologies.
Green; with reduced ecological footprint through a more
efficient use of material and energy resources at factory
level.
Industrial robotics is, unfortunately, basically energy
intensive, and its massive adoption in the manufacturing
industry compromises factories sustainability. The objective of this project is to overcome this limitation providing an innovative integrated technology and engineering platform, intrinsically interdisciplinary, modular and
configurable. Researchers from the department of Signals and Systems contribute to the project with expertise
within optimization, supervision and control of robot
systems.
– To meet the environmental challenges, novel methods for energy optimization have recently been developed for systems with interacting and moving equipment. For robot cells, where a number of robots are
acting in the same area, energy optimal schedules are obtained at the same time as desired efficiency in terms of
cycle time is fulfilled. Similarly, conveyor systems are optimized concerning energy but also lifetime of individual
components, says Professor Bengt Lennartson, research
leader in the Automation group at Signals and Systems.

Based on four innovations
1. An integrated set of energy consumption reduction technologies based on a novel factory electrical
power supply system to exchange, harvest, store and
recover energy at factory level improving the use of
renewable energy sources.

Energy optimization based on detailed operation model from
robot CAD software.

4. LCA methods to assess and optimize both environmental and economic costs linked with the flows
of material, energy and waste of co-evolving products
and processes realized with robotic production systems.
These building blocks will enable the modular and scalable/progressive development of singularly optimized sustainable robotic manufacturing applications (or the readaptation of existing production facilities) and will be
demonstrated on 7 industrial case studies for their future
exploiting.
The project includes representatives from both industry and academia: Chalmers University of Technology,
Daimler AG, Danfoss A/S, Danmarks Tekniske Universitet, Delfoi OY, Engrotec Consulting GMBH, KUKA
Roboter GMBH, Rīgas Tehniskā Universitāte, SIR Spa
and Università degli studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia.
Text Malin Ulfvarson

2. A robotic production systems integrated design
and simulation environment for the eco-efficient design of robotic plants focused on the simulation of
energy flows under a co-evolving product-process-robotic production systems approach.
3. A robotic manufacturing processes optimization
environment for the optimal sustainable production
scheduling under a control engineering approach.
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